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Human beings are the creative species on planet earth. Our basic needs drive as 
young children is to get up explore, discover and invent. We are born with a great 
urge to play and to find delight and great joy from the new world into which we have 
arrived. From our first butterfly, our first horse, our first listening to music our 
senses are thrilled as they awaken to our being alive on planet earth. We smile at 
other people and we delight in colour. We see nature as a living being not as “it”, but 
as “is.” We are born full of hope. All this is reinforced if we are loved. Being loved 
drives us forward securely reinforcing our curiosity, surprise, wonder and magic. The 
world seems a magic place and we have no need to hide anything. If we want to 
whistle, to sing, to dance, we can and we do. We can trust the life process of learning 
by being and doing, sharing and caring. We are the creative species. 

 By the time we are three years old, our cultures show up clearly in our art song and 
dance. We assimilate these like an osmosis process as we are inextricably connected 
to everything around us. We will begin to look like others around us and begin 
thinking like those around us. We are natural copycats. If we sense that we are a bit 
different to those around us, if we do not like what we are seeing or if we do not feel 
safe we begin the hiding process. We hide our originality, our talents, our dreams 
and we may develop manipulating behaviours such as lying, pretending, inventing or 
stealing. We do this to survive. 

 If we are in a war torn situation or one of great anxiety, our reactions will be to start 
shutting down the very things which will develop us as a vibrant creative contributing 
human being of the future. What passes through our hearts moulds us. Trauma, 
shock violence can disrupt our development and our talents suffer. We take talents 
underground to protect them and ourselves from being hurt. We learn to keep silent. 
When we cannot express our thoughts or truths we become like Cinderella sweeping 
the floors and keeping quiet. But just remember that story, because when Cinderella 
gets dressed up and goes to the ball she is the bell. And so it is with the arts today. 
Globally humans are following the Great God of Science home and the Great God of 
the Arts needs to be reinstated to correct the balance. Empathy and personalization, 
the fruits of the arts, are urgently needed to stabilize this out of kilter world. The 
world requires everything to be measured, objective and clinical. Are we all to follow 
pre- set rules? Is it possible to have growth without competition? Is it possible to 
have a world without rejects?  Do all areas of life need definition?  Are children losing 
themselves before they know themselves?   

What can children do to counteract hardships they may experience?  Where can they 
go to ensure that gifts, promises and hopes are kept alive no matter what is going on 
in the community around ?Lucky children can go to a Children`s Art House if the 



community has set one up. There they can develop their individual artistic 
experiences, remain motivated and find out about their unique talents, their inner 
you. They can be encouraged to focus on becoming a creative contributing 
community citizen using their precious talents for the good of all.  

 Mentors and advocates are essential for highly motivated young creators within our 
communities. It is not competitions we need it is co-operative organizations which 
support the dreams of young people and provide permanent stand alone spaces for 
young people to work on their dreams and aspirations in warmth, safety and with 
validation. The Children`s Art Houses become a stabilising factor in the young 
creator`s life. The Children`s Art Houses  ensure the development of all manner 
of future community creators, artists, architects, designers, writers, musicians, 
environmentalists, visionaries ,scientists, doctors, builders and gardeners.  

 The New Zealand Childrens Art House Foundation is pledged to support the 
creative children in our societies who present as eager self expressers wishing to 
develop their individual artistic ideas and dreams. Just as each child is different, and 
each dream unique. Even when chances to break away from stranglehold situations 
are given there are as many obstacles. Fear of the unknown and fear of failure are 
modern day barriers to happy childhoods. Children need to be brave in order to 
follow their own dreams if they are different from their peer group and family. Many 
try and give up in despair unless they have a mentor or a true encourager of their 
dreams because being different is difficult. The International Child Art 
Foundation has a significant record of investigation into the closing of the dream 
eyes in children from ages 8-12. This problem, now known as the fourth grade slump 
in imagination is the A1 problem facing USA education. 61 other countries have 
identified this as an urgent educational concern. When chances of having, following 
or carrying, a dream is over, when talents count as nothing, then the creative spirit 
can die and with it hope. The marginalization of the Arts in child hood education 
leaves many young people without a hope of dreams ever coming true. 
Unfortunately, this path faces many of our sensitive young. The resulting despair can 
lead to the contemplation of leaving life.  

 Much money and effort is put into the physical fitness of the nation. Playing fields 
and reserves are funded. Art Centres for children are not. What are we getting our 
children fit for? Fit to be creative? Or tread mill fit in gyms for a life between virtual 
worlds which increasingly lacks values and feeds violence. The head, hands, heart 
connectedness of making by hand is a vital step in the foundation building of a 
balanced human being. Chances of this are increasingly slight in our age of ditto. 
Hands made must be highly valued. The young are desperate for the authenticity, 
they do not want to be bored, but they have a visible lack of spontaneity. The high 
tech world is not interested in what is unique to each individual but what is identical, 
quantifiable and measurable. The techno society wants what can be counted, 
standardised and computerised so our young people feel robbed of their personal 
chances and fear failure within themselves if they cannot conform. 



So they come to a Childrens Art House and sit around the big table. The highly 
motivated creative child bursts into the house full of joy and enthusiasm while the 
fearful stand at the Art House door in trepidation.  They come to find out who or 
what they are, what they can be. “Why do you do it? “Tom Sawyer asked Huckleberry 
Finn, “So that I, Huckleberry me know who I am, what I can be.” They come to find 
out whether the universe is friendly. They want to know whether the world cares or 
not about what is inside them. Some children are running on empty, some come in 
silence, harbouring violence and unaddressed conflict. Many have trepidation 
because of desperate festering fear that their talents may not add up. Many know the 
self deception of learned techniques and formulas which masquerade as virtuosity 
undergrounding the truth that they have not yet begun to explore their own 
possibilities. 

Sanja Sharma speaks for the youth of the Asia Pacific. “There is a great distance 
between what we think and what we do, between what we do and what we feel.  We 
wonder and we worry. We are not doing what we want and are doing what we do not 
want. More often we do not pursue our own desires because we do not want to be 
rejected by the announced standards in all spheres.”A prominent NZ school got pass 
rates of 100 out of 100 in Art and inquiry was made. It was discovered that the pupils 
no longer loved Art or wished to continue it as a subject and that they had sat each 
day to copy cyclostyled sheets. 

The first casualty is authenticity. Lack of space for making mistakes becomes the 
most critical trap in education. Breaking prescribed formulas is often seen as 
promoting chaos and chaos is unacceptable to the organised systematised process of 
delivering education. Currently we have a system where few are succeeding and with 
subordinated roles for mediocre and total rejection of many who find they are 
mismatched to the announced norms. Depersonalization is killing the human spirit 
and the new unit in the future has to be the person. When every person is accepted, 
wide diversity can bloom and be celebrated. Every child has a purpose, talent, a 
gifted individuality and a very genuine uniqueness. By focusing on these things and 
building significance for individuals, suicide would no longer be a considered an 
option by so many. True success isn`t the destination but the journey and happiness 
is the by-product in the pursuit of a goal or a dream which is bigger than oneself. 

The relationship bombs and character assignations of texting gossip are frequent in 
our culture of complaint. Hurting people hurt other people and nursing the hurt is 
poisonous. Around the big Art House table the children come and watch each other 
while they work, seeing the situation from another`s perspective occurs as we train 
the children to be curious not furious and to apply grace. We teach that we have 
nowhere to go but our imaginations and that this is new territory, bringing new 
oxygen for our next generation. We encourage children that they are the drivers of 
wonderful and magnificent things ahead. They are in advance of us and we celebrate 
their efforts and dreams. Children are not here to do what has been done before, they 
have their own work to do and enjoy. We encourage them to engage in their talents 



as friends for life. We educate children that their talents are always there for their 
good times and bad times, able to support their head hands and heart under all 
circumstances ahead from cradle to grave.  

NZCAHF advocates for;  

• The universal human right of the child, to be creative, to self express and to 
experience freedom to share ideas within its community.   

• Provision of a permanent, stand alone Childrens Art House in every 
community, with a trained facilitator and community status. 

• Public Education for understanding of the importance developing 
children`s gifts and talents at the child`s pace and level.  

• Training of understanding community mentors and teachers who honour 
and validate the original individual efforts of creative children in 
community. 

The NZCAHF look for these factors as progression when working with children  

1st place Beingship ? 2nd place Friendship? 3rd place citizenship?  

 And 4th place leadership ? 

The book Oku Moe Moea, The dream which is Bigger than I am, was written 
after 50 years of experience in creative education. The book, and the short film, were 
produced as New Zealand`s contribution to the World Childrens Festival. This 
festival   organized by International Child Art Foundation has the theme A Creative 
Mind in a Healthy Body. These two ingredients are essential to ensure a 
decreasing rate of suicide here and worldwide. The hero of the book comes close to 
suicide but survives through the help of the community, educators, mentors and a 
Childrens Art House.  The Children`s Art House is the missing house and link in 
our communities. It is as sacred as a church, as important as a library or museum. It 
has two rules. Love Art and be kind. 

The Children`s Art House is a role model for all societies.  Creative children 
ensure creative communities. We need all the bright sparks we can muster to 
translate the new world into sense for us. Our investment must be in creating new 
territories. We have nowhere to go for help but our imaginations. I have witnessed 
The Childrens Art Houses stabilizing ability and its life saving potential and seen 
many wobbly children find happiness within themselves once they know their talents 
are their lifelong friends and they are free to dream and develop them without 
criticism. A child recently told me. ”When I come to the Art House I can be myself.” 

I present the Children`s Art House to you. It`s time has come. 

I urge you to read my book and share it with your networks communities and friends. 
It is a little book with a big message.  



Thank you. Shona Hammond Boys May 2015 


